Moslem Rebellion China Yunnan Controversy
the tungan rebellion: an examination of the causes of the ... - the tungan rebellion: an examination of
the causes of the muslim rebellion in mid-nineteenth century northwest china lewis ouksel “seek knowledge,
even to china” – the prophet muhammad the tungan rebellion was a great uprising of the hui1 in the northwest
of china during the mid-nineteenth century. the 42nd george ernest morrison lecture in ethnology 1981
... - the yunnan moslem rebellion, as you well know, was not the only such upheaval in china during this
period. the nineteenth century, marked by the white lotus rebellion at beginning, to boxer outbreak at the
close, saw china torn by almost continuous uprisings the integration of religious minorities in china: the
case ... - my topic today is the integration of religious minorities in china, in particular of the ... also gave a
sympathetic picture of yunnan after the so-called muslim rebellion of the 1850s.2 i am happy that my ... 1902,
p. 145. cf. tien ju-kang, moslem rebellion in china, the 41st morrison lecture, canberra, 1981, p. 1. 3 see, e.g.,
d.d. leslie and ... the chinese sultanate: islam, ethnicity, and the panthay ... - the chinese sultanate:
islam, ethnicity, and the panthay rebellion in southwest china, 1856-1873 (review) ... yunnan-focused
understanding of the “productive misunderstanding” between imperial center and frontier locale that troubled
late qing china, and the author’s islam in the world of yunnan: muslim yunnanese identity in ... identity in nineteenth century yunnan david g. atwill ... china and the manner in which the muslims in the
southwestern ... explanation for the lack of provincial unity among the yunnan hui. the panthay rebellion, in
this light, can be then seen as an intersection of the chinese, islamic, and ... blinkered visions: islamic
identity, hui ethnicity, and ... - blinkered visions: islamic identity, hui ethnicity, and the panthay rebellion in
southwest china, 1856-1873 david g. atwill introduction on 19 may 1856, qing officials in kunming, the capital
of the southwestern chinese province of yunnan, systematically carried out a three-day massacre of the
minority nationalities in china - tandfonline - of yunnan, in kwangsi, and on hainan island. eighth, the
miscellaneous ethnic ... the boxer rebellion, the huis fought on the side of the rebels and supported ... of
kuomintang leaders were christian converts; discrimination against moslems became commonplace in urban
china, although there were still moslem warlords in chiang's army who ... insurgency and social disorder in
guizhou - muse.jhu - tionaries in north china, 1845–1945; wen-djang chu, the moslem rebellion in northwest
china, 1862–1878: a study of government minority policy (the hague: mouton, 1966); alice bihyun gan wei,
“the moslem rebellion in yunnan, 1855–1873”; wang shuhuai, xian tong yunnan hui-min shibian. 4. xtgz,
5.37a–b. this figure should not be taken ... the panthay (chinese muslims) of burma and yunnan - of
china at his request. after quelling the rebellion, the muslims feared to return home, because during their long
sojourn abroad they had been polluted by pork and other prohibited things, and decided to remain in china.
eventually they were sent to yunnan and other places and became loyal subjects of8 the emperor. chinese
islam: a complete concert - cross-currents - chinese islam: a complete concert zvi ben-dor benite, new
york university jonathan lipman, ... china’s people are so numerous [that it is a] small wonder we had not
noticed ... wenxiu 杜汶秀 (panthay) rebellion in yunnan (1856–1873), focusing on the question of . ben-dor benite
173 admiral zheng he’s voyages to the “west oceans” - lim family in yunnan. the family had migrated to
china from central asia and had served in the mongol administration in this region. both zheng ... in 1399, zhu
di launched a rebellion against his nephew, the emperor jianwen, and usurped the throne three years later as
the emperor yongle.
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